Sedimentation equilibrium measurements of the intermediate-size tobacco mosaic virus protein polymers.
Short-column sedimentation equilibrium methods have been applied for the first time to tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) protein (0.1 M ionic strength orthophosphate) at pH 6.5 and at pH 7.0 to estimate molecular weights. Previous sedimentation velocity experiments at pH 6.5, 20 degrees C have led to the conclusion that the major boundary with an S0(20),w value of 24.4 +/- 0.1 S consists of a distribution of polymers which are mainly three-turn, 48-51-subunit helical rod aggregates. The directly measured z-average molecular weights together with sedimentation velocity data are entirely consistent with this assignment of a three-turn aggregate. Molecular weights have also been determined under two conditions where a large mass fraction of the protein sediments with an S0(20),w value of 20.3 +/- 0.2 S. At pH 6.5, 6-8 degrees C, the aggregates in this boundary are metastable and correspond to 50-60% of the preparation. At pH 7.0, 20 degrees C at equilibrium, 65-75% of the protein sediments at 20.3 S. The 20.3S boundary is very similar under both conditions and is interpreted as being composed of a distribution of protein aggregates centered about 39 +/- 2 subunits. This result is important in the interpretation of previous kinetic measurements of TMV self-assembly. The current view is that the 34-subunit structure of TMV protein, in the form of a cylindrical disk which is made up of two 17-subunit layers and has been characterized in single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies, plays a central role in the initial binding steps with RNA. The present results are not consistent with the view that there is a significant concentration of the TMV protein disk structure in solution under the usual conditions of TMV self-assembly.